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Please contact us as soon as possible if you have any accessibility needs at
Halton Region events or meetings. 06

08
15

NOTICE OF ROAD CLOSURE

Derry Road (Regional Road 7) at CNR Crossing
Grade Separation Construction

Town of Milton

Contract Number: R-2749-13
Project Manager: Jennifer Trimble

905-825-6000 x 7690
Jennifer.Trimble@halton.ca

Closure start date: Friday, August 21 at 5 a.m.
Closure end date: Saturday, August 22 at 5 a.m.

Follow specific detour route. Local & business access will be
maintained at all times.

www.sweatmanlaw.com.

Who should I choose as my Executor?

104 - 83 Mill St., Georgetown
905.877.0121

EstatEs
& trustslegal matters

M. Jasmine Sweatman

Certified Specialist in
Estates & Trusts

Wills, Powers of
Attorney, Trusts,

Estate Litigation and
Administration,

Corporate, Real Estate

Q:
A : Most individuals choose

an individual estate
trustee, such as a friend
or family member. This

option is often preferred as they know you and
your circumstances and have your best interests
in mind. Since the role of an estate trustee can
be very demanding, you should be sure that the
person is willing and capable of carrying out the
responsibilities of executor.

Alternatively, a corporate or professional
executor may be preferred where family and
friends lack knowledge of estate administration,
financial responsibility, or the time to administer
an estate. A professional executor may be
a lawyer or accountant with the expertise,
experience and sensitivity needed for estate
settlement and administration intricacies.

A corporate executor such as a trust company
may be desirable where the estate is large or
complex, a conflict within the family is likely,
or if a long-term commitment is involved, such
as administering a trust for children or a disabled
beneficiary.

Call us to discuss your estate planning needs.

Upper Credit Humane Society presents:

Summer savings

Shelter
5383 Trafalgar Rd., Erin
519-833-2287

info@uppercredit.com
Charitable Registration
# 893738872RR0001www.uppercredit.com

UPPER CREDIT
HUMANE SOCIETY

Adult cats (+1 year of age): $120
Senior cats (8+ years of age): $60

Small animals: $10
Regular adoption fees for kittens,

puppies and dogs
Discounted adoption fees in effect

until August 15, 2015

I am certain you have all heard that expression, 
“Patience is a virtue”.  You are going to need lots 

of patience at the Centre as we try to operate the 
Centre as close to normal as possible through 
the next couple of months while we are under 
construction.

Parking is also likely to be a bit more difficult 

during this period. You are reminded you may 
park anywhere around the building. Parking is 
also available in the BACK of the Swiss Chalet 
parking lot so long as it is not at their busy times 
of lunch and dinner. We do want to continue to 
be a thoughtful and respectful neighbour.

Please remember to also be respectful when 
using our equipment and facility as we are hav-
ing an issue with gum being deposited in in-
appropriate places, under chairs and tables. It 
takes a lot of Kim’s time to remove it.

Travel: We had planned a trip to see the Geritol 
Follies on Dec. 7. This trip has been cancelled as it 

appears that, after a couple of years struggling fi-
nancially; they have decided to call it quits. We are 
looking at a couple of possibilities to replace the 
December trip. Watch the Travel Desk for news!

Want to learn Shuffleboard? If you are inter-
ested come out Wednesday evenings, Aug. 5 to 
26 (four weeks) at 6 p.m. This is a great low im-
pact exercise that keeps you moving.

A summer treat is in store for you. Come 
out Wednesday, Aug.12 for a hot dog with all 
the trimmings and a chance to make your own 
sundae. Cost is a mere $5 and service begins at 
11:30 a.m.

Renovation could cause parking headaches at Active Living Centre-Georgetown
By Florence Riehl

Hillsview Active Living Centre-Georgetown


